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During the same week. IBM launched
its Blue Cloud initiative, an integrated For scenarios 1 and 2, our basic advice

cloud computing offering that combines to 0105 is to continue with the status
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quo until they plan a major

technology refresh cycle, The

delay in benefit realization from

re-examining technical options

is likely to outweigh the potential

benefits of different architectural

choices and increased supplier

competition.

For scenario 3. we have two

simple pieces of advice:

- do not consider virtualization

as an isolated element of a

corporate architecture.

Alternative strategies for

achieving greater infrastructure

flexibility and improved asset

utilization are also possible,

using Internet-based facilities

such as Blue Cloud or the Sun

Grid.

- when selecting a virtualization

software platform. the selection

criteria should include the

architectural flexibility to swap

out one virtualization technology

for another with relative ease.

Anything that ties a CIO to

a proprietary virtualization

provider should be viewed as

a negative constraint, Recent

announcements have altered

the provider landscape

sufficiently that it is worth

revisiting selection criteria and

extending the strategy and

analysis phase to enable the

swap out criteria to be fully

evaluated for all of the new

software products.

The Ellison hypothesis for

virtualization investors

At an investment analyst meeting

in San Francisco. Oracle's CEO

Larry Ellison raised an interesting

possibility concerning VMware -

one of the recent darlings of the

technology market. He likened it to

Netscape - hypothesizing that the

exuberant growth and subsequent

decline of Netscape stock could

be a pattern that VMware would

repeat a few years later.

The root of the argument is

that the technology inherent in

virtualization has the potential

to be commoditized. as newer

entrants bring competing products

to market - with the engineering

barrier to entry being substantially

reduced by the availability of Xen.

the open source para-virtualization

foundation layer. 80... will Oracle

and Sun Microsystems do to

VMware what Microsoft and others

did to Netscape? Perhaps...

Of course. there is also the

Microsoft factor. Microsoft has a

number of different virtualization

cards to play. Microsoft Virtual

Server 2005 R2 is an existing

product, and one that is a

strong competitor in the current

landscape. At the desktop level

there is Microsoft Virtual PC 2007.

In addition. the acquisition of

Softricity during 2006 provides a

strong application virtualization or

application streaming technology

which is now being included

in the Desktop Optimization

Pack for Software Assurance.

However, the next 12 months

will also see Microsoft making

further technology progress. most

notably when it begins to ship the

Windows Server Hyper-V » the

product name for the technology

previously known by its codename.

Viridian. So will Microsoft be the

player that begins to take the wind

from VMware's sails? Perhaps...

What is certain is that the

virtualization market is becoming

increasingly competitive. and ClOs

will have more credible choices

during 2008 than they have

ever had in the past. VMware.

as the initial market leader.

will undoubtedly come under

increased pressure from Microsoft.

Sun. Citrix/XenSource and Oracle

- plus others who have still to

enter the battle.

Will VMware become the next

Netscape? This is certainly a

potential outcome. but it is not

the only possibility. VMware has

a strong lead and others will

need to execute well to catch it

- there are no short-term signs

of weakness in the progress of

VMware. either in terms of stock

market performance or in terms of

market execution.

An alternative game changing

hypothesis

The traditional ☜IT stack" is simple.

It has hardware at the bottom

and business applications at the

top, with operating systems and

other infrastructure sandwiched in

between. One of the classes of

virtualization technology has the

potential to change the dynamics

of this stack ♥ paravirtualization.

It could fundamentally change the

role of the operating system in the

☜lT stack". A graphical illustration of

the impact is shown in Figure 1.

Thisapproachcameoutofresearch

at the University of Cambridge and

the Xen programme. and involves:

a small hypervisor. virtualization

support in the underlying

processor. and modi cations to

the operating systems to make

them virtualization aware. Although

not precisely correct in technical

terms a crude way to understand

the hypervisor is to think of it as

a mini operating system that can

either run another, larger operating

system or it can run application

code directly.

It is possible that some infrastructure

software vendors will begin to

develop versions of their software

that will run directly on the hypervisor

i.e, without the need for an operating

system. If paravirtualization

becomes the dominant form of

virtualization technology then there

will be a knock-on effect on the

operating system vendors ♥ but it

is too early in the evolution of the

virtualization market whether this

impact will be real or imagined.

By this time next year the picture

should be far clearer.

 



FUJITSU SERVICES ♥ THE GLOBAL BRAND

STRIVING TO MAKE IT IN EUROPE

 

At its recent annual analyst

Conference in London. CEO David

Courtley reported that Fujitsu

Sen/ices is making solid progress

in Europe. With a reported

compound annual growth rate of

17 percent for 2003 to 2006. the

vendor claims to be the second

fastest growing of the top 12

European IT services players.

Growth has been largely organic

and Fujitsu Services has also

reported increasing profits for

the past five financial years.

Fujitsu expects European market

growth at roughly GDP levels

(plus inflation) at around 46% in

the next three years, so its key

challenge will be to beat it. On top

of that, UK government spending

is expected to slow and Fujitsu

Services has been very dependent

on the UK public sector in recent

years. Courtley's approach is

simple: "hang on to what you've

got and take business from

competitors.☜

But you canonly take business

from your competitors if you're

present in their markets. So at

its analyst conference, Fujitsu

Services was keen to show that

it has progressed beyond its UK

Public sector heartland. Recent

outsourcing wins include the

UK Financial Services Authority.
German insurance and financial

sen/ices provider Allianz. and the

IEWeI-in-the♥crown. a £500 million

10☁i/ear deal with Reuters

Fujitsu reckons the key to its

Su0068's in these deals is its
'industrialised☂ approach to IT

Services and it was dif cult to stray

far from its ☜Triole☝ methodology at
the conference. Triole is based on

deVEIODing pre-tested. reusable

templates that form the building

blocks for IT solutions. Fujitsu's

contention is that 80 percent of the

ITinfrastructuremostorganisations

neediscommodity;only20 percent

is custom or bespoke. There's no

point developing the commodity

part anew for every project and

signi cant cost savings can be

made from assembling preitested.

prerconfigured building blocks.

According to the vendor, when the

Triole content increases in bids,

its win rate improves dramatically

from under 20 to nearly 80 percent

of bids.

Since Fujitsu started designing

and ☁manufacturing' these building

blocks in 2003. it has concentrated

on infrastructure. with over

1.000 templates developed so

far. But it's not just developing

building blocks for infrastructure

♥ templates for applications (Java

and .Net). business processes

and management sen/ices are

also under way.

Triole has already proven a hit

in Japan and the success rates

quoted by Fujitsu Sen/ices

suggest it is key to the vendor's

competitiveness elsewhere. But

Triole alone can☁t turn Fujitsu

Services into a stronger European

player. Fujitsu Services has to have

a presence and client relationships

in order to pitch Triole to multi

national rms in France. Germany.

and the rest of Europe.

Fujitsu Services has acquired IT

services companies in Germany

(TDS and dsottware) and Sweden

(Mandator), but its ambitions

have been modest. It tried

for something larger with GFI

lnformatique. but didn't succeed.
and it's no secret that the vendor

is looking for further acquisitions.

And while we agree that it needs
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more scale in Europe. we think

there☁s something else that Fujitsu

needs to add to the mix.

The star turn at the London

conference was David Lister

the CIO at Reuters, Reuters

selected Fujitsu to outsource its

infrastructure. because of its skills

as an aggregator to combine the

best components for its solutions

and to work well with local and

global partners. But there was

almost a sense of surprise within

Fujitsu Services that it is a global

player. Fujitsu Services may be part

of the third largest IT vendor in the

world. but it's largely autonomous

and still striving to achieve scale

in continental Europe. Similarly.

Fujitsu Consulting in the US and

Fujitsu☂s IT services operation in

Japan operate autonomously.

That said. we expect the Group

to make moves to integrate the

different services unit much more

closely in 2008.

Fujitsu☁s IT services organisations

will be much stronger when they

present one face to the world and

to capitalise on global synergies.

Surely, operating three separate

lT sen/ices organisations in

three regions of the world

isn't an example of the ☁Iean'

operations that Fujitsu likes to

boast about? Fujitsu learnt about

industrialisation from Toyota.

Now it needs to learn about

global branding and scale. Until

it does, we think Fujitsu Services

will continue to punch below its

weight in Europe. in spite of its

globally-recognised name.
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HR STRATEGY KEY TO TCS☂S FUTURE

We recently had a detailed

conversation with S.

Padmanabhan. executive director

and head of Global HR for Tata

Consultancy Services. Fears.

real and otherwise, of an Indian

☜skills crunch" holding back near

term growth in offshore services

provision are growing. And this has

thrown IT sen/ices HR executives

like Padmanabhaninto the limelight

as each vendor scrambles to

prove that they have an edge over

their competition when it comes to

attracting. training and retaining the

best talent. Overseeing the hiring

and training of more than 30,000

staff annually, and a pipeline of

25.000 Indian University students.

Padmanabhan is definitely one to

listen to when it comes to offshore

skills issues.

Comment: TCS has a well

respected HR and training process.

and has always maintained the

lowest staff attrition rate of all

the big IT sen/ices vendors in

India, This is partly because the

credibility of the TATA group in

India makes it a highly respectable

place to work. The joke runs that

Indian parents now tell their sons

to be doctors, lawyers. bankers or

work for Tata.

But the company is going

global fast. and while India is
still its primary source of talent,

Padmanabhan is targeting new

locations aggressively as well. In

the first half of its current fiscal
year, TCS hired just under 2000
staff outside of India. 45% of these
were hired in Ibero America. with
almost 20% hired in China.

This throws up a whole raft of new

challenges for TCS. Among these
are the need to integrate staff into

TCS☂s culture, to deal with the

domestic employment market

and culture, and to build links

with academia to generate new

pipelines of graduate recruits.

The benefits are that TCS will

ultimately be able to present itself

as a truly global organisation. with

people at all levels able to engage

with clients in different parts of the

world effectively by nature of their

location and cultural background.

In the meantime, though, Indian

nationals still make up 92% of

TCS's employee base. And despite

its foray into new geographies.

it is these employees that will be

the foundation of TCS's future for

a long time to come. Therefore

the two main challenges for

Padmanabhan in India are to

develop these staff into the future

leaders of TCS's business, and
to encourage increased mobility

amongst staff so that they can

be deployed in TCS's new global

locations to manage growth and

deliver services.

All this requires more focus and

investment in HR. For instance.
TCS is investing in the top 500
employees in TCS, who will be

provided support throughout their

career to develop their leadership

skills. And while experienced

senior Western hires are typically
☜business ready☝ and therefore

don'trequirethissortofinvestmenti
they do often require additional

support to integrate into Indian

business culture, Indeed, some Of
these staff are appointed a junior
Indian employee to ☜hand-hold"

senior Western hires to aid their

introduction into TCS's culture.

The mobility issue is also a

Challenge because Indian
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employees are starting to become

a little reticent about working in

the US and Europe, where their

salaries do not stretch as far as in

India. They are also more careful to

consider moving to TCS☁s newer

offshore centres in developing

countries, such as Morocco where

language. culture and moving their

families can be a challenge.

With the Indian staffing market so

competitive. we imagine it is dif cult

to put pressure on staff to agree

to a transfer ♥ especially as they
could simply leave for a competitor.

Additionally. Padmanabhan claims

that staff in new offshore countries.

particularly China, can be even less

keen on working overseas. This

mobility issue is not yet a serioUs

challenge. but needs to be dealt

with for longeterm sustainability,

The solution (beyond spending

more on salaries) is a complex one.

and needs to be viewed holistically

by the HR division ♥ something

that we're glad Padmanabhan

agrees with us on.

Looking at the volumes and rate

at which TCS is growing. it's clear

that the company is breaking new

ground in tem'is of HR processes

and strategies. Lessons are

being learnt and will continue to

be learnt. But having heard the

details of TCS☂s approach from

Padmanabhan, we're comfortable

that this business is well prepared

to deal with this ongoing growth

challenge,



MULTI♥SOURCING AND THE SERVICE
INTEGRATOR

We have been researching the end user

aspects of multi-sourcing. For although

mum-sourcing is well established (Ovum

rst used the term in 2003) and here to

stay. it remains an evolving art/science.

Multi-sourcing creates challenges tor the

CIO and his/her team. Firstly. the more

suppliers. the more complex the supplier

management task. This is exacerbated

by the requirement for competing

vendors to cooperate and inter»work.

Multi»sourcing thus demands a different

type of supplier management and

governance stmcture to single-sourcing.

Enabling transformation

Secondly. multi-sourcing is potentially

an obstacle to innovation and

transformation. Each supplier tends

to have little control over the levers

of business change. This highlights
the requirement for cross»supplier co

ordination. But the truth is that many

companies have struggled to provide

effective service integration with an

in-house team. This has damaged
the effectiveness of their contracted
services and limited their impact on the

business,

Sourcing models at work

The service integrator role. as depicted
in Model B. can help. We are not
suggesting that the customer should

"outsource" full responsibility for

service delivery. Most will want to retain

a team to provide overall governance.

chair steering groups and liaise with

the service integrator. However. the

use of a service integrator can provide

advantages:

- It reduces the burden of managing

a complex array ofsuppliers and

contracts across multiple service

☜towers☝.

° The in-house supplier management

team can be reduced in size (and

potentially redeployedl. reducing

costs and freeing up time for IT

directors/managers to do more

strategic planning.

- A service integrator with the

necessary experience and skills

may be able to provide better co-

ordination ol services than an in-

house team.

One consequence of this latter point

is that the service integrator may be

able to harness the transformational/

innovation potential of the supplier

ecosystem. This is not a given,

but we have seen many instances

where an in♥house team has taken a

largely tactical approach to supplier

management and thus struggled

to ensure translormation quickly or

effectively enough. In some such

cases. the appointment of a service

integrator could have helped.

Figure 1 Two common models at mum-sourcing
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Who should be the service integrator?

In order to opt for the servrce integrator

role. a 010 must have con dence

in the appointed rm. So the role

is most commonly conferred upon

a key existing supplier within the

organisation's outsourcing ecosystem.

This is the setup shown in Model B.

where the service integrator is also

contracted to deliver application

development and BPO servtces. This

will remain the preferred option for

many organisations. especially Since it

is not only high on the "comfort factor"

but can also appear to involve minimal

additional cost.

Another option is to use a third party

with specialist capability as a dedicated

service integrator. This is a route

inevitably seen by organisations as an

additional layer of overhead on top of

supplier contracts. Moreover. this model

remains uncharted territory. so it is hard

to nd a seNice provider (consultancies

and sourcing specialists come to mind)

with direct experience. Furthermore.

it is likely that an incoming integrator

would struggle to insert itself into an

already complex sourcing environment

(as many are) that features a number of

well-established suppliers.

For the reasons set out above, the

reality is that outsourcing organisations

tend to be comfortable to contract

consultancies and sourcing specialists

as advisors and ☜ xers☝ but not to

entrust them with the fuller integrator

role. (Such rms can undoubtedly

offer much in this regard, thanks to

their experience of such situations and

knowledge of available tools (such as

balanced scorecards. benchmarking.

relationship evaluations and so onlll In

the medium term, at least. it is likely,

and understandable. that this will

remain the case. despite the potential

advantages of appointing a dedicated

and independent service integrator in

complex sourcing environments.
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IBM: IMPROVING CUSTOMER INTERACTION

We recently attended an IBM

analyst summit for an update on

many aspects of the company's

IT services strategy, One notable

theme was how IBM is looking

to engage with customers more

efficiently and effectively. We've

seen IBM make improvements

to its nancial performance over

the last few quarters. and how

it engages with customers will

play a critical role in ensuring this

continues.

A couple of year ago the

company established a discrete

team to bring increased focus to

its understanding of. and service

to. certain vertical markets - in

addition to the vertical specialists

within GBS and GT8. Some of

the verticals this team addresses

are obvious - such as banking.

However. some are relatively

small industries where IBM sees
real opportunities ♥ for example.

healthcare. The decision
regarding which verticals are

supported in this way is made at

the worldwide level; a European

team then decides how this is
applied to the local market,

The ☜special attention division"

80 what exactly is the work of
what IBM informally refers to as
its ☜special attention division"?
Primarily, it invests in subject matter
experts. These teams are tasked
with creating content that will enable
account teams (whose job it is to be
client experts rst. not necessarily
industry experts) to "enrich the
conversation☝ with customer There
are local competency centres where
these experts are based in order to
provide local support to the account
teams where it is most needed.
For example. in Norway there is an
oil and gas centre and in Germany
there's an automotive centre.

80 how have things progressed

 

since the inception of the division?

IBM claims that the unit has got

better at selecting where to invest.

With the competency centres

established. IBM now has a

network of locally-based experts.

and a better idea of how to fund

these centres of excellence for

the best return. A secondary

gain is that this division gives IBM

a central repository for vertical

expertise that can be applied to

multiple clients.

The obvious flag to raise at this

point is: won't those customers

outside of these chosen ☁special'

verticals be concerned they won't

get the IBM attention they require?

Potentially. yes. And IBM will have

to be very careful with how it deals

with this. More to the point. it isjust

not economically viable for IBM to

give the same level of attention

(investment) across the board.

What's notable is that IBM is looking

to extend the use of this division into

its mid-market customer segment.

We're very interested to see how

this pans out in reality. For example.

how would the process work with

channel partners?

Progress with products

Another IBM programme we☁ve

been following closely for some

time is the productisation of IBM☁s

services (within Global Technology
Services). Progress to date looks

promising. IBM says that the sale of

maintenance services as products

via telesales and partners ☜is

working brilliantly". This is re ected
in the overall performance of the

maintenance business, which has

moved from a decline into very low

single-digit growth,

The same cannot be said for all
of the nine product lines in GT8;
others are having a much less
positive impact. One interesting
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product is the company's (new)

technical consulting offering. This

is GTS's own version of consulting
♥ i.e. it's not part of IBM☁s central

consulting offering inside the
G88 unit. This is a relatively new

offering. and the strongest demand

for it is coming from the emerging

markets. A key difficulty IBM faces

around this is the management of

customer expectation. Customers

will expect a large degree of

consulting to be included as part

of the bid process. In other words,

they☁re not used to paying for it!

Loosening up in outsourcing

sales

In terms of infrastructure

outsourcing. a key challenge IBM

and its peers face is re-crafting

their outsourcing strategies in order

to play to a market that is being

shaped by the combined effeqs

of multi-sourcing buying strategies

and increasing demand from mid.

sized outsourcing customers, in

other words. a greater number of

smaller deals are coming on to the

market. It's a real challenge; one

that requires suppliers to look at

many of their internal processes

including how bids are put together/

responded to. how accounts are

developed and serviced, and so

on. In many instances. we think

the answer is a combination of

doing things the way smaller

providers do. but also nding naw

ways around the problems, one

solution IBM has created is giving

individuals more power to make a

bid decision on smaller outsourcing
deals » predominantly to quicken

time to reSponse.

(
>



EDS UNDERLINES ITS ☜BIG AND COMPLEX"
CREDENTIALS

We recently spent some time

with EDS EMEA's top brass at

the company's annual Analyst

Conference in London. Such

events normally confirm and add

detail to existing strategies and

directions. rather than announce

anything brand new. and this one

was no different. 80. among other

things. we had a reiteration of the

company☁s continued push into

applications business. Helped

by a couple of big apps-oriented

wins (Vodafone and Arcandor/

KarstadtQuelle), applications

revenues at EDS EMEA have

been growing at double digit

rates of late. That's not to say that

the firm is turning its back on its

traditional infrastructure heartland.

Nonetheless. EDS is adamant that

it is becoming more selective in its

approach to ITO.

Such selectivity makes sense in

an infrastructure market that has

rapidly matured and, in some

areas, commoditised. As for its

criteria in selecting which pursuits

to go for, EDS emphasises

credentials in the "very big and

complex" end of the market. Given

its background and capability set.

it is right to focus energies here,

It☁s true that EDS is not alone in

this ☜very big and complex" space.
although the number of potential

prime competitors is limited. In the

UK. for example, lBM and BT are

clearly in this bracket. plus Fujitsu.

080 and Capgemini.

A potential pitfall

Of course winning in this market

requires extremely strong

references. The catch is that big

and Complex engagements can
go horribly ♥ and publicly ♥ wrong-

JUSt ask ☁ Accenture, following
its NHs "debacle. EDS needs
therefore to be sure that its giant

☜Dll☝ contract with the MoD, in

particular, doesn't attract similarly

negative attention.

Last month provided a dose of
just such attention, following

a joint Computer Weekly and

Channel 4 News investigation

into progress on Oil. There were

three main criticisms: slippage on

the desktop rollout, an increase in

the cost of the programme (from

24m to >85bn) and disruption to

operations during rollout at the

MoD Abbey Wood site.

On all these issues. the MoD and

the Atlas Consortium (led by EDS)

responded with ☁one voice'. which

thankfully suggests a solid working

partnership. And EDS is showing

a commitment to getting through

the undoubted problems. The

programme is now accelerating

with 3-4.000 desktops rolling out

per month to make up for the

delays, for example.

What of smaller deals and

commercial?

Dll underlines the persistence of

the ☜big and complex☝ IT services

market space as an opportunity

for EDS to address. But we are

yet to hear from the outsourcer a

parallel strategy for coping with

the market's growing preference

for smaller deals. We are not

talking about the mid»market

here, but rather the E107100m

deals that are typically the result

of multi-sourcing. This is one

reason the firm has not yet made

enough headway (in its view, as

well as ours) in the European

commercial market. despite long-

helci ambitions in nancial services

in particular.

At present, EDS is mostly trying to

build up its commercial business
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Phil Codling

Principal Analyst

on the back of very large deals. it

may very well win business thanks

to these efforts and be able to grow

these accounts in the way it has in

the government market. However.

a business built on very large

relationships is not only prone to

greater risk than one that is more

spread (witness the aftershock of

losing HMR&C to Capgemini. for

example). it also potentially misses

out on a lot of work that could

provide entrees into new (and

potentially grow-able) accounts.

One positive message that came

out in discussion was a desire to

provide more separation for EDS's

commercial interests. A perennial

handicap for the company outside

government has been the habit

of very large public sector deals

to absorb EDS☂s resources and

thus curtail private sector activity.

Meanwhile it☁s good to see EDS

viewing its commercial sector

interestsonamoreindustry-speci c

basis (as opposed to its traditional

approach of seeing a set of big

accounts) and hiring to support its

need for deep vertical expertise in

areas like nancial services.

Partnering to the fore

Finally, one statistic from EDS stuck

in our minds.The company says

71% of its total signed contract

value globally this year relies on a

partnering model (primarily in the

shape of its Agility Alliance). That

compares to 30% of TCV on the

same basis in 2005, and is a clear

indication of one way in which both

EDS and the market have evolved

in a short space of time.
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BPO provider Xchanging has

released an update on trading in

the rst nine months of the year.

The rm says revenue hit £338m,

in line with its expectations and

17% up on the same period of

last year. It also con rmed that,

following EU approval, it has

completed the retail investment

account management deal with

Allianz that it first announced back

in August,

Comment: The nine-month

growth gure suggests Xchanging

saw growth in the mideteens in

LogicaCMG has released its

third quarter interim statement.

Revenue in the rst nine months

of FY 2007 was up 346% on a

pro forma basis. Third quarter

revenue was up 4% yearon☂year

at £710.5m (QB 2006: £683.4m);

revenue for the first nine months

of the year to 30 September was

£2,236.7m (2006: £2,158.5m).

France achieved double-digit

growth in the quarter; the

Netherlands and the Nordics also

performed well. The UK was again

LogicaCMG's least successful

subsidiary. LogicaCMG also

announced that it will change its

name to Logica in 01 2008

Comment: France was

LogicaCMG's star performer

in 03 with revenues up 17.1%

compared with the third quarter

of 2006. This is good news for

the UK-headquartered company.

its acquisition of Unilog in 2005

03, following its 18% year♥on-year

revenue rise in H1. Now that the

Allianz deal in Germany is signed.

we'd expect a slight acceleration

in 04 and into 2008.

Xchanging's ☜enterprise

partnership'Zdriven business

model requires the addition of

such large deals on a regular basis

to keep it growing. Given current

conditions in European financial

services~(with pressures on costs.

more M&A.likely and regulatory

changes continuing), Xchanging

should have plenty of potential

has paid off, giving it a much

more balanced nancial position

in Europe. Most gratifying of all is

that the vendor is succeeding in

winning new crosseselling orders

and growing revenue under
contracts signed in 2006☁

Again, the major disappointment
was the UK business, with revenue
down 7.5% year-onvyear on a pro
forma basis. It☁s the commercial
sector which continues to under»
perform in the UK: LogicaCMG
says the cancelled transport
sector contract. which held back
revenues in the rst half of the year,

continues to have an impact. It also

noted lower revenues in financial

services compared with the very

good 03 FY 2006 ♥ perhaps a

sign of things to come.

It seems clear that the incoming

CEO is going to have to

concentrate on the UK business,

XCHANGING KEEPS UP THE GROWTH IN 08' '

new accounts to work on. Indeed.

we expect this more specialist

side of its business in nancial

services to provide its best growth

opportunities going fonrvard, as

opposed to the more horizontal

HR, F&A and procurement deals

through which it made its name,

starting with its mega-deal at

BAE Systems in 2001. As the

BPO market has evolved, it's

increasingly become clear. that

more focused. vertical-specific

services tend to work better for

both customers and vendors.

SamadMasood I ☁

_ LOGICACMG 03 RESULTS: FRANCE MAKES UP
"°8'C°@M@ FOR UK WEAKNESS v -

when he comes on board 'on 1

January 2008. It won't be easy.

with signs that the global credit

crunch may have repercussions

on the commercial sectOr beyond

financial services. This, at a time

when we are also expecting UK

Public Sector growth' to slow

compared with 2007. LogicaCMG

has sensibly expanded the pillars

on which its European business

rests with acquisitions in France

and the Nordics. but the UK

remains its largest geographical

market and it needs to pull its

weight especially in the commercial

sector. No doubt the name change

to ☁Logica☁, a reminder of the

group's UK heritage. is intended

to spur the UK team on to greater

things and to match the successes

of their European counterparts.

With a new (old)' name and CEO,

let☂s hope this marks the re♥launch

01 the vendor in the UK.☂

Ian Brown 1 ☂
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Sun Microsystems posted results

of its scal Q1 2008 for the period

ending 30 September 2007. The

results showed a revenue increase

from $3.189bn to $3.219bn. a

small increase. GAAP net income

was $89m. compared with a loss

of $56m in the same period of

fiscal 2007. Total gross margin

increased to 48.5%.

Comment: A year ago we would

have doubted the long term viability

of the company as a whole. and

were beginning to chart its journey

to oblivion This is no longer the

casts; Sun Microsystems is in the

throes of a pragmatic turnaround

EDS QS: SOLID BUT CAUTIOUS
DS

EDS has announced its 03 results.

Revenue was up 6% t0 $5.63bn.

with organic , growth of 4%.

Operating profit grew by 68% to

$362m. which pushed operating

margins up from 4.1% (in 03 of

2006) to 6.4%. EPS was up 75%

at 42 cents Contract signings

totalled $5.7bn. which was 61%

better than 03 last year. in EMEA

specifically. revenue growth was

8% on an organic basis. but the

local operating margin fell slightly

(by 14 basis points) to 142%.

Comment: This was EDS's best

quarter since Q4 2006. The

improved contract signing number

is significant, following a relatively

quiet rst six months of the year

for the Texan giant. It was helped

by the signing of eight deals with a

value over $100m. in what remains

(and will inevitably remain) a very

lumpy market for large outsourcing

and is entering a crucial period in

that process.

Sun Microsystems is in the middle

of what we describe as a three

step strategy. First is a focus on

rationalizing the opex base and

ensuring that eld execution, in

particular. is running efficiently.

Second is continued focus on

R&D. across software. hardware

and sen/ices. so \that Sun☁

Microsystems has' competitive

offerings for the market. Following

on from these two elements will

be the push for revenue growth

~ with a renewed focus on sales

execution. Sun Microsystems is

1

contracts. The pipeline indicators

are mostly positive. however. with

pipeline value up 20% compared

to a year ago. interestingly. EDS

claims that apps and ITO business

now accounts for equal shares

of its pipeline, providing further

evidence that its longstanding

push into apps (helped by the

Mphasis and RelQ acquisitions) is

opening up its addressable market

beyond its traditional domain of

large-scale infrastructure work.

The growth outlook from EDS

remains cautious. nonetheless.

The company is reiterating its

modest revenue growth target for

the full-year (of between 3.3% and

5.6%) and has effectively lowered

its contract signing guidance (from

c$23bn to $21-23bn). Moreover.

for 2008. EDS is projecting just

2% growth. It has some speci c

reasons for doing this. including

SYSTEMHOUSE 9
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SUN IMPROVES MARGIN ♥ TOP-LINE GROWTH
MUST BE NEXT

now turning its eye towards step

three in this strategy.

Sun Microsystems has definitely

taken some difficult decisions

around cost - phase 1. However. it

is also clear that Sun Microsystems

has not been following a scorched-

earth plan. It continues to invest in

R&D. bringing new products to

market - Phase 2. However. let☁s be

clear - when moving to Phase 3 of

the plan Sun Microsystems cannot

declare Phases 1 and 2 to be over

- there are still elements of the

product portfolio and operational

base that need further focus.

David Mitchell

the ongoing impact from its

termination at Verizon and the

timing of other contract run♥offs.

But the company is also. we feel.

taking a conservative view of its

addressable market going ton/yard ☁

That View is undoubtedly justified.

given current indicators.

Against this backdrop. EDS is

planning further rounds of cost

cutting. In a market offering

modest growth prospects. it

clearly still feels that the best way

to raise margins further is not

to put faith in a buoyant topline.

but rather to make the company

more efficient. A number of"

factors should help EDS to do this

without disrupting its business,

not least increasing automation

and process efficiency. plus a

large (25.000 in India alone) and

growing offshore workforce.

Phil Cod/mg
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Capgemini has announced its

top line results for 03. Reported

revenues were up 11% year-on♥

year at 俉2.09bn. or up 6.2% at

constant currency and excluding

acquisitions, North America

revenues were up by 8%. while

Europe was up by 6% year-on-

year at constant currency. In terms

of sen/ice lines Consulting was

up by 9% while outsourcing was

barely up at 1% Bookings were

up 23% year-on-year at 俉1.97on.

Capgemini also announced that it

has agreed a threeeyear extension

of its Aspire contract with HM

Revenue & Customs. which will

now end in 2017.

Comment: It is interesting to note

HP ENDS THE YEAR ON A HIGH

HP has announced the results of

its 04. for the period ending 31

October 2007. At the headline

level. revenue for the quarter grew

15% to $28.3bn. For the full year.

revenue grew 14% to $104.3bn.

GAAP operating pro t for the

quarter was up 38% to $2.6bn.

representing an EPS expansion of

$0.60 to $0.81 per share.

Comment: HP has been ring

on all cylinders recently, The 04

results confirm this and the forward

guidance from HP expects this to

continue.

On a geographic basis the largest

growth percentages came from

EMEA and APAC. The Americas.

EMEA and APAC grew at 9%,

that the Aspire extension came

after the contract was already

extended last year. As a agship

deal. Aspire is hugely important for

Capgemini - in the UK it accounts

for over half of its revenues But

the value of the Aspire outsourcing

contract has been declining by

up to £45m per year. and we

suspect this extension may have

contributed to further decline.

Capgemini has so far more than

compensated for this decline

with consulting and application

development work with this client.

but it will have to work even harder

on these to make up for any further

decline.

The key thing worth highlighting in

12%. and 14% respectively ♥ on a

constant currency basis. Growth

in the ERIC region was impressive.

at 37%. and now accounts for 9%

of total revenue. It is clear that HP

has grasped the BRIO opportunity
better than many companies.
investing in the market at the right
point in time and now being in a

position to harvest the results

The recent acquisition in the MEA

region should be seen in the same

light - the basis for a long term

growth opportunity in a rapidly

emerging market.

The performance of the personal

systems group (PSG) was strong.

showing a growth of 31% in unit

shipments and a revenue growth

of 30% to $10.1bn. Notebook

CAPGEMINI GROWTH DECELERATES IN QB

the Q3 numbers is the deceleration

on the quarterly organic growth:

in Q1 it was 14% yearvon-year.

then 11.5% in 02. and now down

to only 6% The key reason was

its perlormance in Outsourcing:

Capgemini outsourcing bookings

have been modest over the last

year. particularly when it comes to

mega deals. even though we note

the improvement this quarter over

a weak QB 2006. While Capgemini

is indeed trying to lift outsourcing

margins by focusing away from

infrastructure outsourcing and into

applications management and BPO.

there is always a question of balance

- we are not sure it Capgemini has

the right balance right now.

Angel Dobardziev

revenue growth in the quarter

grew 49% - indicating that the

PC revival is continuing. China

represented a high spot in terms

of growth. showing over 100%

growth and now representing

the third largest market for PSG.

The storage business has begun

to re-ignite. growing by 7% and

showing stronger sub-segment

growth.

HP software also experienced

strong growth; in part driven by the

Mercury acquisition. and resulting

in a doubling of total revenue. We

expect HP software to continue to

make traction. looking at further

organic growth and the potential

for further acquisition.

David Mitchell



we
BT Global Services' (BTGS)

results for 02 (to September

2007). announced as part of BT

Group results. 100k sound at first

sight. Revenues were up 6% year

on year at £2.28bn. while EBITDA

was up 5% at £240m (an EBITDA

margin 'of 10.5%). Operating

profits before leaver costs were
down 10% to £65m.

Comment: BT Global Services

is now not only the largest and
fastest growing unit in the BT
Group, but it spearheads BT's

vision 'ol becoming an ICT
services organisation. Taking a

closer look at its performance this

quarter highlights the extent of the

work recently appointed BTGS

CEO Francois Barrault has on his

hands.

Yes. there are some significant

contract wins and ST is making

decent progress on its NHS

NPflT work. But the 6% growth

rate includes more than half a

dozen acquisitions which have

all been/are integrated in 'BTGS

- and ET is one of the few ICT
organisations that} does not
report the important comparable/

organic growth rate gure. Given

the number and size of. the

acquisitions, we suspect BTGS'

organic revenues were at best

flat year on year. And operating

 

/
experlan

Experian. the credit data. services.

and software player. has grown

revenue in its rst hal ended 30

September by 16% to $1.9bn.

Organic growth was 6% Earnings

before exceptionals, amortisation.

and tax grew by 22% to $396m. In

the UK and lreland. revenue grew

by 6% to $499m, with EBIT up
by 7% to $126m. Revenue from

EMEA/Asia Pacific was up by 13%

to $326m. with EBIT up 9% to

$34m.

 

Comment: These are pretty good

results considering the challenges

Experian has been facing in the

market. -The_sub<prirne mortgage

credit crisis hit Experian in the
second quarter. and this served

to compound the already reducing

spending levels amongst financial

services clients (Experian☂s

biggest market) in the US and

UK Experian executives have

described the crisis as the biggest

market challenge for the company

to date.

But the credit crisis is not all bad

news for Experian. indeed. many

of the company's higher value

analytics tools could gain traction

as lenders look to improve their

risk management processes and

improve collection rates. However.

these products and services

currently account for the smaller

part of Experian☁s business. The

majority ofits revenue comes from

Credit and Marketing services

- the two areas where banks are

slowing their spend the fastest.

So. the challenge is for Experian

to continue to diversify its

business into areas that are less

affected by the credit crunch.

Data analytics and Interactive

services are two areas. but the
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BT GLOBAL SERVICES: WORK TO DO

pro t margin was a mere 2%

including leavercosts

80 if BTGS is not growing

organically. and barely breaking

even at operating level. where does

it leave it for the future? Certainly we

might want to view its acquisitions

diet over the last two years with some

caveats. Yes ET is complementing

its service capability by buying

companies. but it is also ☁buying'

revenue growth. For how long can

it continue to do that before it gets

acquisition indigestion? Francois

Barrault has an awful lot to do to lift

both BTGS top and bottom lines in

the coming quarters.

Angel Dobardziev

EXPERIAN FEELS THE CRUNCH lN FIRST HALF

company is also doing the right

thing in building up its collections

services to diversify away from its

credit data roots, Acquisitions will

continue to be key to this. and

have already played a large part

in boosting first-half revenue to a

respectable level.

Experian will continue to face an

increasingly tough market. and

this is re ected in the 12% fall in its

share price. We expect acquisitive

growth will be the main driver for

revenue over the coming year. and

this will undoubtedly have an effect

on its bottom line in the short♥

term. Nonetheless. the long~term

prospects for Experian are still

very positive » it just needs to ride

this downturn as best it can, and

hopefully come out theother side

a more diversified and stronger

business

Samad Masood
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Kewill Systems, a provider of

supply chain execution software

and serVIces, has announced

its nancial results for the six

months to end September 2007.

Total revenues increased 28% to

£24.4r☁n. with the operating margin

up from 97% to 18.3%. European

revenues increased 39% (to

£14.2m) while US revenues

increased 11% (before currency

differences) to £9.1m.

Comment: Kewill☁s revenue growth.

is being driven by organic and

inorganic factors. With regards to

the former, the company says it's

seeing more cross-selling between

lines of business and geographies.

But what's really notable is the

Atos Origin has released a 03

revenue update. The company

delivered topline growth of 11.1%

to 俉1.41bn. Organic growth at

constant exchange rates was

66%. This means that in the first

three quarters of 2007, Atos Origin

has grown revenue by 8.4% (or

4.0% organically) and is therefore

maintaining its 4% growth outlook

for the year as a whole. Orders

were up 9% in the year so far.

The company does not provide

pro tability details but said that

the 03 operating margin was an

improvement on 02☁s 4.6% and

the 3.8% in QB 2006.

Comment: This was an

encouraging quarter for Atos

Origin. The organic growth rate of

6.6%, which is roughly in line with

its addressable market, was its

best quarterly showing since Q4

2005. The growth looks better if

buoyancy of the market within

which it is operating. Kewill provides

solutions to companies that run

global supply chain networks ~ for

example. the shipping industry. As

the need for legislative controls

and compliance has grown, so
too has the need for improved

supply chain systems And. as

supply chains have increased in

complexity, customers have looked

to overhaul their legacy systems. in

the second half of the year. Kewill

expects to introduce new products

to take greater advantage of the

generally positive trends in those

industries most reliant on supply

chain technologies.

What's also notable is Kewill's

you strip out the reselling activities
that Atos says it is deliberately
reducing - the resulting ☁IT services'
organic growth rate was 9.3% for
the quarter and 7.1% for the year
so far. The margin improvement

is welcome news too, since in Qt
and Q2 Atos Origin had delivered
an operating margin below the
equivalent period in 2006.

A key factor in Atos' improved 7

performance is the UK business.

The UK is now back in pro t and

delivered 1 1% growth in the quarter.

It☁s still only at in revenue terms for

the year so far, but it's clear that the

revenue from wins including NFUM.

Premier Foods and DCA is starting

to come through.

But Atos Origin still has plenty of

room for improvement. Consulting,

although only 5% of the total

business in revenue terms, remains

  

KEWILL GROWS AND IMPROVESMARGIN

 

increasing shift to☁ thetL'VSaaS
(software as a..service) model.

which means it now has a larger

proportion of recurring revenues

(50% ofjtotal revenues). These

recurring revenues of course give

the firm ☁greater visibility of its

activities going forward.

In terms of the year as a whole,

the company is feeling pretty

con dent: it says the order book
and pipelines are both "robust". In

addition, Kewill says it♥has-been

unaffected by the credit Crunch.

Provided ☁it does indeed'capture

☂the anticipated new business, the

second half of the year is set to

show further positivevsigns. '

Kate Hanaghan

ATOS ORIGIN DELIVERS A BETTER Q3

a drag (with a 16% drop in revenue

in OS and 10% in the year so far).

To tackle this, Atos has replaced

consulting leadership in the UK

(which now has a Dutch caretaker

manager in consulting) and France.

We like the concept, which CEO

Philippe Germond explained to

analysts. of getting the various

consulting units of the company

to behave more like the successful

Dutch consulting operation As

Germond and his team explained,

consulting in the Netherlands has

been much more closely integrated

with the rest of the business (Le.

SI and managed operations).

We've long said that a lack of

such integration has been a major

Achilles Heal for Atos. so it's good

to see this issue being tackled in a

pragmatic manner at a corporate

level, as .well as at the country

level, 1

Phil Cooling
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auyer Dell

Seller EgualLogio

seller Description , Privatelyheld data storage network vendor

 

100%Acqulrlng

 

S☜ Am

  

goualtegrc locuses on lSCSI technology tor storage networks We believithls rs the tuture otstorage networks asrt allows enterprise
scale storage systems to work with IP protocols and cuts the complexttyaod management ovemead associated with the more
ubiourlous☁SAN networks it also removes the drstance lrmrtations on wide area storage networks it is a good acqulsnlon tor Dell as rt
sacks to lc~ostabllsh ttselt as a mayor enterprise tntraslructure supplter It has the pctenlrai to strengthen Dell's relattonshtp with EMC,
the timing ot this announcmient rs srg rcant Dell has been losing market share. panicularty to HP, and needs a boost to rts image.
it has also just emerged lrom an audit at its accounts tromprevious years with a retatrvety mmar restatement ot past results, and so
via tiled this cloud tronr rts operations it can now untreeze lts substantial nanctal assets and use them tor both acou itln s and
shareholder retunds. But perhaps the mayor slgnttcance ot thrs deal rs that rt represents avery dMerent Deli trorn the one we've known rn
the past Dell 2 0 doesn't rely on organrc growth Like HP and IBM. us not alraid to reach out and expand its pontolro by aeoursrtron It☁s

I also buying rnto the channel EquatLoglc sells vrnually all ot rts products through partners and Dell says rt wants to ourld on that as pan
b't rts☂own eiiorts to burld up a channel presence Dell no Ionger'a☁ppears to believe tts drrcct'markettng model is the only way to serve
its target customers EquaiLoglc's channel partners may have some misgivings. however Dell's own sates torce rs lrkety to be keen to
retain any existing customers ot the two companres tor rtselirrstogage is an area that is bound to keeo on growing as new mode and
increased regulation become rnereasrngly hungry tor space It is a good investment tor Dell

  

   

   

 

    

   

EVF Mission Critical Facilities Inc

 

, a☜. r
puon
hr

New Vorkbased consulting rm

 

" ☁ I009$

Vii/A

   

This is a case ot HP hiring - and then aeouiring - a company with SklllS that t with its renewed marketrng locus on rntrastructure
services. which HP is toutrng under its new three-part Data Center Transtormatlon banner HP contracted with EYP MCF to asstsl wrth
its ongoing consolidation ol tau-plus worldwide data centres to Six lccattons - and HP executives were evldentty mpressed enough
witnrme experience to acquire the company outright EYP MCF executives said the company has tocused ch mtssroncntrcal data ..
centres. where any downtime could result In lost☁ revenue or. ln☂extleme cases Wlth publrc agencies. the loss ot human tile or preaches

a (at national security. HP intends to add the rm, organisationalty. to its Technology Services unit wtlhrn HP Services mm. with inks
A into its Consulting a integration and other divisions. EVF MCF☁s expertise and methodoiagles will become pan ot tips Data Center

rigid Services ottcrings (the rst at the three pans ot the Data Center transtonnation pontelrol HP wrlt also leverage EYP MCF's extanst
' experience in building energy anctertt data centres, as power. cooling and energy consumplton become even more cmical design

☁ tactors. According to EVF MCF. the rm has experrence building many major ☁green' data centres, includmg one recently tor mortgage
lender Fannie Mae. and has implemented some at HP's newer green technology. rncludtng its Dynamrc Smart Cooling solution, This
deal demonstrates that HP. tor the moment, appears to be contehtwith smaller. more targeted services acquisitions In order to pick
up pecitic skills. to rncrease its presence in a speci c venicalrgeography, or both, Thrs dtrters trom its approach to acquiring sottware
vendors, where HP has shown an appettte tor larger deals (think Mercury lnteractrvel More lrnpcrtantty. HPS picks up adonronal '
consulting capabilities to highilght the vendors intmstnrcture prowess into global enterprrse customers HP, constantly talks about its☁
own data centre consolidation protect as a model that enterprise customers can tollow EYP MCF has been so tntrnatety lnvclNed with .
that protect that its consultants, as part ot HP. can quickty bring lessons learned and best pr'acttces to real-lrte engagements And EYP
MCF and HF also share a passion about tackling green tT is's☁ues - which will be an inportant asset as green ng'atns more and more
attention tram busmess and IT leaders '

   

IBM

 

cogncs

  

Business intelligence

  

100%

$5M

IBM had been the obvious buyer at Cognos tor quite sometime. The rumours started circulatrng when the two companies entered, i 1
into alstrateglc relationship in earty zoos and intensi ed when SAPS acquis lon oi Business Obtects lelt IBM as the last ouhe motor : .
intrastructure players withouta convincing BI story. Despite previous ctairns by Ambit] Goyal that IBM had no rnterest in acquiring a 'lst
g'eneration☁ El company. tl☁becarhe obvious that market pressures coupled with themoves by SAF☁ and Oracle meter ' '
act now. So what doesIBM gain item the Cagnas acquisition? Fest and toremost, Cognos augments IBM's tn☁lormat☂t
ilDDt strategy. a grandiose vision thatains to pull together the company's middlervare soltware and servrces to hetp organrsatrons drive
more business value out other inlonnatign The company has built up anarsenal ot components (mostly through acgursltrons such as
Aseential and FlleNat) to complement its Dab database and help deliver the vision The☁ company has'also worked to build awareness
that comprehensive intormation management, integration and cpusastency Is a necessaty foOndation (or SOAbased deployments

tentst vision has thus tar concentrated on strengths in data management. but has tacked a coherent message about what role core
at capabilities play. Cognns's market teadirrg tront end at tools tor query. reporting and analysis pmvlde a natural complement to IBM's
back-end ir'rtormation management and integration capabihiaa. the potential tor IBM 5 to use the Coghos tootset as an anatysts engine

  

  

 
r - to help deliver on its top vision. However. this leayes a pugstim☁ man ever IBM☂s plans tor Cognoss pet-tonnanco management
products. cognos is gem ring a reputation in the omcé of Finance ith its planning, budgeting and torecastrng applicatrons

16m intonation management dryisid'n (tité the't'dstp☁t the set are gmup) on the other hand has trzdttlanalw shred away hunt the
applications business and typically sold into n shops tt tBM wants to continue to play in the perlormance management space It must
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UK software and IT services share prices and market capitalisation - November 2007
Share price Share price Capilalisalion

        

Share PSR SIITS

SCS Price Capilalisalion Historic Ratio Index move since "/6 move

.. .7 . . . . . Cat. 30-N0V:0.7 1 30-Nov-07 P/E , Cap/Rev. , 30»Nov-07 _ 31-Oct-07 7 in 2007
@UK plc SP 0.08 3.02 NA 2.08 122.14 6% 66%
Alphameric SP 0.28 36.46 10.0 0.55 128.44 30% 41%
Marian SP 1.36 59.09 24.5 4.22 680.00 2% 20%
Amie Group 05 0-43 149.90 8.6 0.87 251.46 -32% 47%
Ascribe SF 0.28 3288 NA 6.15 1.47368 _ 30% -28%
Atelis PIC SP 0-03 0.75 NA NA 139.53 0% -56%
Allantic Global SP 0.13 2786 551 134 440763 4% 4%
Autonomy Corporation SP 799 1690.49 84.4 13.18 243.89 49% 56%
Aveva Group SP 9.20 620.49 35.0 9.41 4,600.00 -20% 13%
Axon Group . CS 5-32 365.63 23.6 2.66 3.32571 -34% -5%
Belgravium Technologies Pic. SF 0.11 1109 102 2712 733733 .27☜ 4541/,

Bond International SP 1.48 44799 11_o 2752 2.27632 .2204, 44%

Brady SP 050 13.53 28.2 5.56 617.28 27% 37%
Business Control Solutions (35 0.03 5_79 NA 0,35 4800') 9% .529/

Susi 578151ng ☜CS _7 9.7172 7 7107.731 ☁ NA 0.30 100.84 7 0% 4%
Canlono cs 0.06 1158 NA 1.61 1.14545 41% 15%
Capila Group CS 7.42 1 4458.94 32.5 2.62 200,577.62 4% 22%
Cenlrom CS 0.01 2.61 NA 0.41 186.67 0% -33%
Charteris cs 0.20 8.39 29.1 0.94 222.22 21% 25%
Chelioro Group 7 cs 1.38 7 9.82 77134.2 0.53 240.00 -7% 48%
Civica cs 1.67 104.83 9.8 0.99 954.03 48% -39%
Clarity Commerce SP 0.32 7.85 NA 0.59 256.00 3% 40%

Clinical Computing 7 SP 003 3.15 NA 1.90 24.19 0% . -57%
copAPlc. SP 1.51 123.93 NA 2.32 993.83 -5% 4%
COWPEJQQUP . . .2 . CS. . .1439. . NA . NA 2, NA 11122092-,0☁4 12-26%
Corn pulacenler R 1.70 271.49 13.5 0.12 253.73 47% 7 -37%
Computer Sohware Group SP 1.49 NA NA NA 1,268.08 4% i 23%
Corero SP 007 3.02 30.3 0.48 93.33 45% -52%
Corpora SP 0.06 NA NA NA ☁ 157.89 44% 7%
Dealogip 7 7 777 SP7 1.83 123.3717 712.757 7 3.07 777 795.65 _7 0%77717 1769707 7
Delcam SP 2.63 16.21 7.1 0.68 1,011.54 -24% 46%
Delica cs 2.30 266.73 23.1 1.71 ☁ 2,875.00 -31% i -37%
Bloom Group _ R 1.90 159.63 16.2 1.00 1 582.46 4% l 48%
Dillislonecroup . SP 2.20 11.88 NA NA 1 1.611.72 4% i 50%
M90519! Dari .. .. . .23.. ..Q.i2_...._.§54.57. .. 217. .. .9469 . ._...1JQ.12. . .2972. 22.4.4.7»
DRS Data 8 Research 1 SP 023 7.36 44.1 0.59 l 209.09 -26% 30%
eg Soluuons SP 0.30 1 4.29 . NA 0.79 204.08 1 43% -63%
ELCOM cs 0.02 8.28 ☁ NA 23.91 400.00 ☁ 0% -52%
Electronic Data Processing 1 SP 0.51 12.48 i 28.9 1.79 1,561.54 44% -21%
FDMGroup777_77 77 77 7 7_ l 1.10 25.54777. 42.377777 05777 771,34969 7777-1 7 7.1%
Fiast ll 1 SF 0.08 30.08 NA 11.35 1 66.67 ☁ -7% 33%
Financial Objecis (:3 0.47 1 20.67 I 7.5 1.04 204.35 7 41% 44%
FIomerics Group SP 0.46 l 9.95 11.3 0.70 1,769.23 -23% -39%

Focus Solutions Group CS 0.45 13.26 8.0 1.34 1 230.77 3% -7%

GBGroup- .. .. . 2&2... 0☁23 i...19.2.6. . -128. ☁..J5§-.3.5... .. 1% 1 2w.»
Gladstone SF 0.20 10.56 7.6 1.38 500.00 ☁ 40% ☁ -22%

Glolel A 1 0.70 1 NA NA 1 NA ☁ 363.64 1 1% 11%
Gresham Computing 05 0.75 39.64 90.9 i 2.84 . 006.45 ☁ -35% 49%
Group NBT cs 2.30 57.83 i 18.8 l 6.88 1 1,150.00 2% - 11%
HaWEL'iesh Grey ,2 . . A. - 0.56.23. 90-39 1,923. 91.6 .. 1.2.2000- .. ..-.16°/.n 2-1.2.4356
Highams Syslerns Services A l 0.06 l 1.95 0.1 0.14 1 166.67 43% l 30%
Horizon Technology cs 1 0.80 1 55.86 0.8 i 0.35 l 294.21 48% 16%
IS Solutions cs 0.22 5.33 ☁ 18.6 i 0.97 ☁| 819.84 ☁ -3% 40%
BS OPENSysIems cs ☁ 1.70 68.00 i 1.7 4.35 40% -7%
lCMCDmpulerGrtLup i CS v 7 §.38 NA 7L N . Mrsi 74:7 7,1117% ... WEE/u
Box I SP 0.12 40.10 NA 2.84 l 2% 88%
lmaginatik 1 SP 0.04 i NA NA NA 1 500.00 13% -50%
InTechnology 3 cs . 0.31 . 4363 NA ☁ 0.23 ☁ 1.23000 1 40% 28%

Innovation Group ☁ SP 7 0.30 194.76 24.1 1 3.19 ☁ 131.00 -12% j 4%

th ggnlE iwLms é 2283 9-08... 3.712.412 i. 9.1. 1.398. £5.31. i ...:§E/a.. 26% . .
Inlercede Group SP 0.36 ☁ 12.31 1 NA 1 7.09 600.00 1 7% (19%

InterQuest Group A i 0.89 l 26.57 1 NA 0.96 ☂ 1.539-13 41% 1%
lnvu SP1 0.29 I 24.69 ☁ 14.7 i 3.80 3,052.60 ☁ 4% -3%
rrrain SP 1 0.03 il NA NA ☁ NA ☁ 29.76 ☁ 27% y 12%

K38usine7s757Technology 7 77777§P77i7 1.577717 736.64 17715.0 1 71.24 . 1.1.9125 .i ijf/LWI £79
Kowill ☁ SP 2 0.91 73.95 i 50.2 1.78 1 1,798.42 4% 15%

Knowledge Technology Solulions SP 001 3.42 NA 2.73 200.00 23% 138%

LogicaCMG cs ☁ 1.24 1806.23 15.6 0.68 1,698.16 424% .33%

Lorien A 0.98 NA NA NA 980.40 4% 131%

Macro 4 SP 1.58 34.88 5.4 1.05 637.10 -7% .25%

           

move since

3l-Oct-07
-ED.19m

£7.95m

£0.62m

-E73.12m

-£14.09m

£0.00m

-£0.35m

-E376.42m

-E156.93m

-E154.16m

£0.24m

-£16.99m

£2.73m

-ED.67m

£1.08m
-£B.B7m

-£28.76m

£0.00m

£1.29m

{0.82m

-EZ3.06m

£0.13m

£2.15m

-ES.35m

NA ..
-E§7.75m

NA

-£0.74m

NA

7 -£0.767m
{10.4101

-£119.02m

☁ ♥£3.98m

£0.00m .

-E171.700m
{2.78m

{0.64m

俉0.00m

£1.ng

-£4.187m
-E1.87m
-£2.89m

-£3.03m

£0.44m

77-7E70.98m
{0.35m

NA

4321 .80m

EOBBm

{77.78017
-EO.24m

{14.81 m

-£0.1 9m

{7.60m
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Share PSR S/ITS snare price Shara price Capiiallsa o
1505 Price Cspitalisa on Hsiorlc Ratio hdex mavesillce 5111110110 movesince

.. 'CaL 30-Nov~Q7 _30Nov-0.7 PIE Cap/Rev. 3014614071 314301♥07 inzoo7 31430-07
Manpower Sonware SP 054 24.13 24.5 5.57 556.70 r 47% 100% £4.71m
Maximal Holdings cs 2.30 59.10 12.4 1.86 1.73091 ♥2% 3% £17.19m
Mediasurface SP I 0.07 6.71 7.1 0.69 514.71 40% .59% {1.0270
Mcro Focus SP 288 570.33 25.7 7.65 0.00 ☁ -2% 1 30% l 43.5w
Morogen 7 cs 0.36 36.96 9.4 0.90 153.05 M 24% 1 34% 1 211.0601
Mnorpianel Systems SP 0.29 0.36 7.0 0.35 592.20 4 2% 40% 2220111
Msys SF 2.01 1013.20 24.1 1.00 2,500.60 47% ♥7% -£206.01m
Nonl sa cs 0.15 37.55 NA 0.00 90.33 -5% .31% £1.91m
Norse . R 0.70 90.20 5.0 0.25 200.00 414% 05% , -£77.46rn
NCCGruup cs 3.50 116.76 22.6 4.60 2143.71 1 -9% r 29% {6.68111
Nclpher SF 2.44 40.93 NA 2.36 ☁ 976.00 1 -7% ☁ -4% ; .5319m
Ne1cail SP 025 16.51 223 4.9a , 505.05 .1 40% 47% .2364m
Nelslora . cs 0.26 32.60 122 1.63 i 173.33 -5% 43% 4:7.00rn
Nelwarkers inlsmelionai A 0.31 28.56 13.1 1.50 960.75 41% 41% £3.66m
Normgate iniorrnaiion Solutions cs 0.67 307.29 11.0 1.10 257.69 45% 22% . .271.34m
NSB ReiallSySlams 1 SP 0.23 93.73 10.0 1.94 2.00000 2% 03% £0.30m
OnecliokHR ' SF 0.04 5.76 NA ☁ 0.97 100.00 -3% 0% 4:03am
OPD Group A 2.21 50.70 7.0 1.34 1.00454 20% 55% £14.67m
Parity A 0.65 24.71 NA * 0.16 601.05 3% 47% -i:0.77rn
Patsyslems SP 0.20 40.20 36.2 3.22 261.68 _ 0%_ 62% £3.11m
Phoenix 11' cs 299 . 222.60 13.5 1.76 1,107.41 24% -2% £70.08m
Pilat Media Global SP 043 .☁ 25.46 10.6 1.90 2,150.00 ♥5% 47% {1.47m
Pbrology SP 040 NA NA NA 203.01 1 ♥3% I 39% NA
Pom-11 Soilwere cs 0.16 14.30 37.0 0.99 90.49 ♥3% 0% -EO.73m
Prgeciis Holdlngs . SP 0.64 , 19.32 NA 10.17 1319.59 1 -7% 1% l -21.51rn
Pmiogie' cs 0.09 .☁ 0.90 10.4 1.20 1,072.29 ☁ 4% i 5% 1 {0.10m
01mm Group cs 1.02 1203.72 1 10.3 1.05 029.16 3% ♥5% 4:20.91rn
Qannectis☂ cs 0.02 3.66 NA 33.45 533.33 0% 167% 1 {0.60m
Quanucu A 0.46 NA NA NA 370.97 ☁ -2% 51% NA
Rever'iueAssurancsServlces P10 SP NA NA 1,346.67 L 0% __ 64% NA W

RM ☂ SP 20.3 0.71 5,914.29 ☁ 1% 7% £2.82m
Royaibiue'eroup SP NA NA 5,629.41 . 47% 0% NA
83110le;: SP 10.3 24.22 ☁ 03,076.92 41% 3 420% .2346.50rn
Sanderson Group SP . 10.1 1.30 1,000.00 . 0% 1 2% ☁ {0.21m

SciS ☁_ cs 0.4 0.46 317.03 _1 -12%_ . 53% 1_-£1.s3m
SDL cs 29.4 2.21 1.06667 ☁ ♥7% 1 19% ☁ 215.1srn
ServioePo'rrer 1 SP NA 1.60 150.00 1 42% -9% 1 £1.81m
Sirius Financial 3 SP 0.7 0.26 1,160.00 ☁ 23% 10% -£33.90m
sersrrpic cs 22.0 0.74 1,460.07 1 -6% i 4235% . 20.0orn
srnariFocusialg SP NA_. 2457 - .1,729v73_☁-...§9é . Lj☁le ., i 13.2801
5091.☜... ☁ ☁ SP 15.0 4.00 233.01 ☁ 45% ☁ -20% l -£4.00rn
spring Group A NA 0.10 1 516.67 , 32% 03% > {36.10111
SSPl-bldlngs ☁ SP 14.0 6.61 1,391.51 1 4% 22% -£5.70m
surpmgfoup 1 SP 9.0 3.53 1,062.50 1 41% 40% -£6.06m
SThrggguupplc 7, , A1 A ' NA 3.00☜; 950.00 ☁ .21% 49% £383.58m7
51110 International ☁ SP NA . 0.57 ☁ 25.00 -9% 47% -£0.13m
suaieglc Thought cs - NA 1 1.17 ☁ 369.00 .5% 50% {0.36111
Sur1Con1roi SP NA 1 NA ☁ 3.49500 0% . 34% NA_
Tadpole Technology SP NA 2.00 1 96.56 9% 300% .5475.☜

11919109.☜, ..;..,., _-§. 1.34 . 21.47.89 41% . «3% .. 724.2109.
Total Systems SP NA . 0.07 . 547.17 2% 49% r £0.05rn
Touchstome SP 57.6 ☁ 0.64 1 1.50476 ; -7% 42% {1.02111
Trecoernup \' 91: NA NA . 1,224.00 1 4% 54% NA

9 cs NA 0.09 177.70 43% 4% £0.53!☜
77 ,SP 47 ,NA L NA 77L 923.37 777,491, W 7 04% ☜NIL

R 22.4 0.04 1 24.39 14% 14% £0.00rn
SP ☁ NA 10.40 l 20.41 0% -30% 450.37rn

Universe Group SP 1 NA 0.17 ☁ 311.11 40% ♥50% -1:1.29rn
Vega Grdup cs 15.3 _ 0.06 2,229.51 31% 29% £12.40rn

14919111: > '2. -. , . - .2161: L "M, _&--, ,._ 0%... AA. .00. .-
Xanse 1 cs 1 NA NA 3.32554 ☁ 0% 50% NA
Xchanglng 06 39.7 ☁ NA 923.00 4% 0% £23.00rn
Xper sa Group 11 as 10.7 0.36 I 47% 169% £1.29m

.0

   Nola: W0 caicuialc PSR as markel capi1airsaiion divided by sales In 1119 mos1 recenlly_a_rrnuunceu nancial year.
Main SVSTEMHOUSE S/ITS Index 501011000 on 1501 April 1909. Any new enirents lo 109 Slack Exchange are allocated an index 01 1000 based 071 1115 155115 Drum. The Ovum
index 16 ml weignled: a change in me share pnco elmeiarge51 company has 1110 same eilecl us 0 similar change 161 1119 smallesi company, Caiegory Codes: 06 = Compuier
Sowices SP = Sollwam P101100! 11 = ResellerA = rr Slamng Agency
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S/ITS STOCKS START THEIR DIVE

The tide suddenly turned for software and IT services shares in November. The view that IT may well

be a ☜safe haven" in the sub-prime storm has been turned on its head after UK sector indices started

a nose dive.

While the FTSE All-Share fell by 5%. re ecting the general mood in the broader market, the FTSE IT

808 dropped a massive 15.9%. The techMARK 100 fell by 8.2% while Ovum☁s S/ITS index fell by 6.9%.

The gains made over what has been a pretty good 20C7 for IT shares have either been wiped out or

signi cantly reduced. Only the techMAFlK 100 is still higher than January 2007, and then only by 5%.

Samad Masood

Analyst

As a group, IT staf ng agencies saw their share values fall by 12%. while resellers and computer services players each fell by

8%. Software vendors were the least affected as a group. falling by 5%. Almost 60% of the S/ITS companies that we track

have share prices below that at the start of the year.

No one speci c thing has caused this sudden UK Indices comparison, January 2006 to end of November 2007

loss of favour in IT stocks. It is a delayed

 

  

  

reaction to a number of ☜sub-prime" related 35*
issues that have now started to lter down 3°96 '°°"'☜"☜☁°°

25% ♥FISEITSCS
into the IT sector. One of these is the effect

that higher credit prices have had on the

ability of private equity rms to borrow the

cash they need to fund acquisitions.

---Dun SIITS Mex

♥' ☁ FI'SE All-Shara
20%

I596

10%

 

  

 

5%

☁ use
As regular readers wrll recall. a good deal of the 6%

best performing shares listed in these pages 40%

were as a result of acquisitlve approaches ♥

either real or imagined ♥ bycompetitors and

PE rms. Now that the cost of credit is rising.

45%

592 ☂t « Sc g '\ a '\ 4 « '4
r ☂e☁ievvirwa sed☂o☁ié☁bd☂g e☁ a☁ 9☁9 $39939☜

  

it seems that the bottom could be falling out Source: Ovum

of the M&A market ♥ resulting in falling share

values. Supporting this view is the fact that the two best performing shares in November were of companies that are being

approached or acquired: Vega Group (up 31%) and Alphameric (up 30%).

  

Another big reason for this sudden lack of con dence in the S/ITS sector is that those suppliers most directly hit by the

sub-prime crisis are in the nancial services sector themselves. The nancial services sector accounts for 21% of the UK

S/ITS market, and banks are consistently the biggest drivers of growth, given that they are typically the rst to invest in new

technological initiatives such as software-as-a♥service (SaaS) and service oriented architectures (SoA).

With the nancial services sector tightening its belt, the fear is that many software and services players will be hit over 2008.

The fears started when Detica announced that it expected its nancial servicessector business to stall over its second half.

We don☁t expect Detica to be the last to admit this, and clearly investors in the market don't either.

We won't speculate on how far S/ITS shares as a group will fall, and for how long - there are simply too many factors to

consider. But we do believe that there are many players that are being punished unfairly due to the general fears in the market.

We maintain that there are still some great picks in the UK S/ITS industry. and that this round of falls will sort more of that

wheat from whatever chaff still remains.
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